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Abstract
In this work we present a determinant expression for the domain-wall
boundary condition partition function of rational (XXX) Richardson–Gaudin
models which, in addition to N 1- spins 1
2
, contains one arbitrarily large spin
S. The proposed determinant representation is written in terms of a set of
variables which, from previous work, are known to deﬁne eigenstates of the
quantum integrable models belonging to this class as solutions to quadratic
Bethe equations. Such a determinant can be useful numerically since systems
of quadratic equations are much simpler to solve than the usual highly non-
linear Bethe equations. It can therefore offer signiﬁcant gains in stability and
computation speed.
Keywords: integrability, Bethe ansatz, Gaudin models
1. Introduction
The N×N Cauchy matrix C
N
N
1
1
{ }
{ } n n¼¼ is deﬁned by matrix elements:
C
1
, 1ij
i j
( )n= -
built out of two sets N1{ }n n¼ and N1{ } ¼ of cardinality N for which every element of
both sets are supposed distinct. In [1], it was shown through a recursive proof inspired by [2]
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that its permanent can be written as the determinant of an N×N matrix:
C JPerm Det
N
N
N
N
1
1
1
1
{ }
{ }
{ }
{ }   =n n n n¼¼ ¼¼
deﬁned as
J
i j
i j
,
.
2ij
k i
N
k
N1
1
1
1
i k i k
i j
( )  
 
å å= - =¹
n¹ - = -
-
⎧
⎨⎪
⎩⎪
Know that an alternative proof (De Nardis, private communication) involves using
Borchardt’s identity [3]:
C C MDet Perm Det 3
N
N
N
N
N
N
1
1
1
1
1
1 ( ){ }{ } { }{ } { }{ }     =n n n n n n¼¼ ¼¼ ¼¼
with Mi j,
1
i j
2( )= n - . The known inverse of the Cauchy matrix then allows one to ﬁnd the
J
N
N
1
1
{ }
{ } n n¼¼ matrix through the direct calculation of J C M1= - .
The Cauchy permanent corresponds to the domain-wall boundary condition partition
function of rational (XXX) Richardson–Gaudin quantum integrable models [4–9] as well as
the scalar product between an arbitrary off-the-shell Bethe state and an arbitrary off-the-shell
dual Bethe state in these systems. Therefore, the proposed determinant expression ﬁnds a
direct application for these models and has been used to vastly improve the numerical
approaches to their non-equilibirum dynamics [10, 11]. It has also recently allowed a similar
construction for XXZ-Richardson–Gaudin models for which the partition function can be
recast into the permanent of a Cauchy-matrix through the introduction of an arbitrary aux-
iliary level [12].
Additionnally, a similar construction, which ﬁnds application for spin-boson realizationss
of the generalized Gaudin-algebra, is based on the mathematical proof found in [13] that:
C JPerm Det
E S
E E
N
N
N
N
N M
1
1
1
1˜{ }{ } { }
{ }
( )
   å = n n
Î
¼
¼ ¼
¼ +
with
J
i j
i j
,
,
4ij
k i
N
k
N M1
1
1
1
i k i k
i j
˜ ( )  
 
å å= - =¹
n¹ - =
+
-
-
⎧
⎨⎪
⎩⎪
where the sum is over every subset of cardinality N one can build out of a set N M1{ }n n¼ + of
larger cardinality N+M. Here, C E E
N
N
1
1
{ }
{ } ¼¼ is simply the N×N Cauchy matrix built out of the
ﬁxed set N1{ } ¼ and one of the N-subsets of N M1{ }n n¼ + .
Despite subtle issues in the construction of the dual representation of a given eigenstate
[13], the equivalence between this sum of permanents and the much simpler determinant
representation gives us again a determinant expression for the overlap of an arbitrary (off-the-
shell) Bethe state and an arbitrary dual Bethe state. One should also point out that a com-
pletely distinct approach using a pseudo-deformation of the algebra has also recently been
used in [14] to demonstrate the results we previously published in [13] concerning spin-boson
realizationss used to deﬁne Tavis–Cummings-like integrable hamiltonians.
In both cases, the main interest of these determinant expressions is that they are explicitly
written in terms of variables which, in the application to their respective Bethe ansatz solvable
models, obey quadratic Bethe equations. It therefore becomes numerically much more
accessible [15, 16] than the Bethe roots (the rapidities in ) which are used in the more
traditional Slavnov–Izergin-like determinants [17–21]. As mentionned before, this ensemble
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of techniques as been proven useful in obtaining numerical results for the non-equilibrium
dynamics of the central spin model [10, 11] but has also been used for the Dicke–Tavis–
Cummings integrable models [22].
In this work, we build a similar determinant representation for the domain-wall boundary
partition function for Richardson–Gaudin models realized in terms of one spin of arbitrary
length S and a collection of N 1- spins 1
2
.
We show that for an actual set S N1 2 1{ }n n¼ + - and a multiset , ,1 1 1{  ¼
, , N2 3 4 }   ¼ of the same cardinality, the ﬁrst element 1 being repeated S2 times, the
permanent of the S N S N2 1 2 1( ) ( )+ - ´ + - ‘Cauchy’-matrix also has an N×N
determinant representation expressed in terms of the precise set of variables which obey
quadratic Bethe equations for the quantum integrable systems of interest here.
In the next section, we ﬁrst present a brief review of the properties of interest for
Richardson–Gaudin models built out exclusively of spins 1
2
. Section 3 then presents the
generalization to systems which also contain one higher spin, reviewing the Bethe ansatz and
describing the known permanent expression for the domain-wall boundary partition function
of interest. Section 4 then introduces the set of variables our determinant is to be expressed in
terms of, while section 5 describes the three necessary and sufﬁcient conditions which any
representation of this partition function needs to obey. Finally, section 6 introduces the
proposed determinant and veriﬁes its validity by showing that it does indeed satisfy the
needed set of conditions.
2. XXX Richardson–Gaudin built out of spins-12
Let us ﬁrst brieﬂy recall the main results from [1] which dealt with the speciﬁc case of rational
(XXX) models built out exclusively from N spins-1
2
. In this speciﬁc case, the realizations of
the generalized Gaudin algebra is given by [8, 23]:
S u
S
u
S u
S
u
S u
g
S
u
,
,
1
5
i
N
i
i
i
N
i
i
z
i
N
i
z
i
1
1
1
( )
( )
( ) ( )



å
å
å
= -
= -
= - -
+
=
+
-
=
-
=
for which the eigenstates of S u S u S u S u S u S u S uz z2 1
2
1
2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )º + ++ - - + , common
to every S u u2 ( ) " Î , are of the form:
S . 6M
i
M
i1
1
∣ ⟩ ( )∣ ⟩ ( )l l l¼ º ¼ 
=
+
These generic Bethe states become eigenstates of the ‘transfer matrix’ S u2 ( ), provided
the set of Bethe roots M1{ }l l¼ are solutions of a system of M nonlinear algebraic
equations: the Bethe equations, which are explicitly given (for each i M1, 2= ¼ ) by
g
2 2 1
. 7
j i
M
i j k
N
k i1 1
( )
( ) å ål l l= - + -= ¹ =
One of the main motivations behind this earlier work [1] was to build numerically
tractable expressions for scalar products and form factors (matrix elements) of local spin
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operators which would be explicitly given in terms of the N variables:
1
. 8i
k
M
i k1
( )å lL º -=
This set of variables corresponds to the non-trivial (state-dependent) part of the eigen-
values of the conserved charges of these models. Not only do they have an important physical
signiﬁcance, they also allow one to build an alternative set of Bethe equations which, it turns
out, is much simpler than the original ones (7). Indeed, one can equivalently deﬁne the
eigenstates of the system in terms of iL provided these N variables are solutions to the N
quadratic ‘Bethe equations’ [15, 24]:
g
2
. 9i
j i
N
i j
i j
i
2
1
( )
( )  åL =
L - L
- + L= ¹
Just like the Heine–Stieltjes approach [25–29], this allows simpler numerical approaches
speciﬁc to these models.
The basic quantity which was used in [1], to build the relevant N×N determinant
expressions for scalar products and form factors is the domain-wall boundary condition
partition function:
S C JPerm det 10
i
N
i N N
1
N
N
1
1⟨ ∣ ( )∣ ⟩ ˜ ( ){ }{ }    n¼  ¼  = =n n
=
+ ¼
¼ ´
with
J
i j
i j
,
,
11ij
k i
N
k
N1
1
1
1
i k i k
i j
˜ ( )  
 
å å= - =¹
n¹ - = -
-
⎧
⎨⎪
⎩⎪
an expression which is valid for arbitrary N N1{ } n n¼ Î .
Since it will become the starting point of the recursive proof this work is built on, we
point out immediately that an alternative determinant representation can be built by simply
changing the signs of every off-diagonal element. Indeed, since transposition leaves a
determinant invariant, in this particular case where off-diagonal elements are related by
J Jij ji˜ ˜= - , one can also write:
S Jdet 12
i
N
i N N
1
⟨ ∣ ( )∣ ⟩ ( )  n¼  ¼  =
=
+ ´
with
J
i j
i j
,
.
13ij
k i
N
k
N1
1
1
1
i k i k
j i
( )  
 
å å= - =¹
n¹ - = -
-
⎧
⎨⎪
⎩⎪
Since it is valid for arbitrary values of the N rapidities it is also trivially usable to
represent the overlap of an arbitrary off-shell Bethe state Si
M
i1 ( )∣ ⟩l   ¼ = + and an
arbitrary off-shell dual Bethe state: Si
N M
i1 ( )∣ ⟩m ¼ =- - . Out of the rich dualities [30]
present in these models, a simple dual formulation of the Bethe ansatz is easily found by
changing the quantization axis from zˆ+ to zˆ- . One can then use the inverse quantum
scattering method [21] to ﬁnd Bethe equations which deﬁne eigenstates in both the normal
and the dual representation. It turns out that the correspondence between a given normal
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eigenstate and its dual representation is simple in terms of the eigenvalue-based variables as it
is given by the transformation:
g
g
2
,
1 1 2
. 14
i i
k
N M
i k k
M
i k1 1
( ) å åm l
L = L -
- = - -
m l
=
-
=
One should ﬁnally know that a generic off-shell Bethe state Si
M
i1 ( )∣ ⟩l ¼ = + with
arbitrary λs does not have a dual representation, any on-shell state (eigenstate) necessarily does.
3. Partition function with one arbitrarily large spin
Starting from expression (13), we will set up a recursive way to build a similar determinant
expression for the case where one of the spins (without loss of generality we systematically
choose S1) is raised from a S
1
2
= to S=1 to S 3
2
= and so on, up to an arbitrary S d
2
= .
Integrability and the Bethe ansatz solution of this particular system do not rely on the
representation of the spin, be it spin 1/2 or higher. In every case, the eigenstates are still built
out of the same operator S ( )l+ deﬁned in equation (5) acting on the fully down polarized
state, i.e. eigenstate of every S zi with the lowest possible (negative) eigenvalues mz. The dual
is naturally built using S ( )l- acting on the fully up polarized state. As was explicitly shown
in [16], the Bethe equations whose solutions deﬁne eigenstates S , , ,i
M
S1 ( )∣ ⟩l ß   ¼= +
of these systems, can also be recast into a set of quadratic equations which explicitly
depend on the set of variables , , ,S N1 1 1 2 1 2 3{ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )}( ) ( )     L L ¼ L L L ¼ L , where
z i
M
z1
1
i
( )L = å l= - and zn
z
z
n
n( )( ) ( )L º ¶ L¶ .
Since the ﬁrst spin can now accommodate more than a single excitation (S S 01 1 =+ + only
for spins 1/2), going from the fully down to the fully up polarized state now requires at total of
S N2 1( )W = + - excitations. The generic expression for the domain-wall boundary partition
function of interest for such a system is still given by a permanent of dimension W ´ W:
S S S CPerm . 15S N
S
N1 1 2 1⟨ ∣ ( ) ( ) ( )∣ ⟩ ˜ ( )n n n ¼  ¼ ß ¼  =+ + + W W´W
Here C˜ is the ‘Cauchy’-matrix built out of the set 1{ }n n¼ W while, this time, the second ‘set’
actually becomes the multiset , , , , N1 1 1 2 3 4{ }      ¼ ¼ with the ﬁrst element 1 repeated
S2 times. That is to say that S2 of the rapidities have to be associated with 1 and the
remaining ones are each associated to one of the other spin’s i . The resulting product of the
terms 1
i jn - is then summed over possible mappings.
It also remains true that inverting the quantization axis guarantees the existence of a dual
Bethe ansatz so that the partition function (15) we are interested in corresponds to the scalar
product of an arbitrary off-shell Bethe state Si
M
i S1 ( )∣ ⟩l ß  ¼ = + and an arbitrary off-shell
dual Bethe state Si
M
i S1 ( )∣ ⟩m   ¼ =W- - .
For deﬁniteness, the simplest such scenario is the case of a single spin 1 and a single spin
1
2
for which the partition function of interest can be explicitly written as:
Z S S S
1 1
S
, ,
;
1 2 1 2 3 1 2
1 1 2 1 3 2 1 1 3 1 2 2
1 2 3
1
2( ) ⟨ ∣ ( ) ( ) ( )∣ ⟩
( )( )( ) ( )( )( )
{ }
     
n n n
n n n n n n
=   ß 
= - - - + - - -
n n n + + +
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1 1
1 1
2 2
2
. 16
2 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 3 1 1 2
3 1 1 1 2 2 3 1 2 1 1 2
1 1 2 1 3 2 2 1 3 1 1 2
1 1 3 1 2 2
( )( )( ) ( )( )( )
( )( )( ) ( )( )( )
( )( )( ) ( )( )( )
( )( )( )
( )
     
     
     
  
n n n n n n
n n n n n n
n n n n n n
n n n
+ - - - + - - -
+ - - - + - - -
= - - - + - - -
+ - - -
In general one has
Z
S
A B
2 1
, 17
S
A R B B i
S
i i
N
i i
;
1
2
1 1
1
1
N
S A
1
1
2
1
2
( ) ( )!
( ) ( )
( ){ }
( ) ( ˜ )  å å  = - -n n¼ Î Î = =- +W
Ä -
where R S2( ) is the set composed of every subset of 1{ }n n¼ W with given cardinality S2 and
B R AA {( ⧹ )}( ˜ ) = is the set of all N 1( )- -tuples (permutations) one can build out of the
elements of the relative complement R A⧹ , therefore excluding any rapidity already present in
A. Having chosen a given set of S2 rapidities to associate with the ﬁrst spin ( 1 ), we then sum
over all bijections between the N 1- remaining rapidities and the N 1- inhomogeneity
parameters associated with the spins 1
2
. Summing these contributions gives us the desired
partition function which also corresponds to the ‘partially homogeneous’ limit obtained from
having S N2 1+ - spins-1
2
of which the ﬁrst S2 share the same inhomogeneity parameter 1 .
This explicit construction retains the basic features of the Cauchy permanent obtained
without repeated 1 , in that it has exclusively single poles in each of the in variables. The
residue at any of these poles will reproduce the exact same permanent structure in terms of the
set and multiset from which in and one instance of j has respectively been removed.
Moreover, since each rapidity in necessarily appears in every term of the permanent, it is
obvious that, in the limit when any in  ¥, the partition function tends to zero.
4. Set of variables
Considering that, in each in variable, only single poles can appear in the partition function it
can therefore be written in a way which explicitly depends on combinations which reproduce
this structure. Starting from the Q z zi i1( ) ( )n=  -=W polynomial, one can build a hierarchy
of such rational functions:
z
Q z
Q z
z
Q z
Q z z
z
z
Q z
Q z z z
z z
z
Q z
Q z z z z
z z z z
1,
1
,
1
,
1
3 ,
18
i i
i i i i
i i i i i i
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
1 2 1 2
1 2 3 1 2 3
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
( ) ‴( )
( ) ( )( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
å
å
å
n
n n
n n n
G º- = -
G º- ¢ = - - = -L
G º-  = - - - = -L¢ - L
G º- = - - - - = -L - L L¢ - L
=
W
¹
W
¹ ¹
W

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This set of zi( )G functions can therefore be deﬁned recursively by noticing that, taking the
derivative of zn 1( )G - , one ﬁnds:
z
z
Q z
Q z
Q z
Q z
Q z z z z
z
z
z z z
.
. 19
n
n n
n n
n n n
1
1
2 1
1 1
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )¶
¶ G =- + ¢ = G - L G
G = ¶¶ G + L G
-
-
-
- -
In terms of the set of za ( )( )L (the ath derivative of z( )L ), one can explicitly verify that the
solution to this recurrence is given by:
z C z , 20n
k k k
k k k
n
a
n
a k
,
,
0n
n
a
0 1
0 1
( ) ( ( )) ( )
{ }
{ }
( )å G = L
¼
¼
=
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
with
C
n
a k1
. 21k k k
n
a
n k
a
a k n,
0
1 ,n a a
n
a0 1 0
!
[[( )!] !]
( ){ } ( ) d= + å¼ = +=⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
Supposing the form valid for n 1- , we ﬁnd that recursion (19) will then be veriﬁed
since:
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which, regrouping the terms with a given set of powers k k k, n0 1( )¼ , can be rewritten as:
z
z z z C z 23n n
k k k
k k k
n
a
n
a k
1 1
,
,
0n
n
a
0 1
0 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ˜ ( ( )) ( )
{ }
{ }
( )å ¶¶ G + L G = L- - ¼ ¼ =
with coefﬁcients
C C k C . 24k k k
n
k k k
n
b
n
b k k k k k
n
, 1,
1
0
1
, 1, 1
1
n n b b n0 1 0 1 0 1 1
˜ ( ){ } { } { }å= +¼ - ¼-
=
-
¼ + - ¼- +
It is then simple to verify that this last relation is indeed veriﬁed by the coefﬁcients
proposed in (21) since every term respects the a k n1a
n
a0( )å + == condition so that the
right-hand side can be written as:
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Verifying the validity of (21) for n=1 is simple since only k 10 = with k 0i 0 =¹
respects the condition imposed by the Kronecker delta, namely that a k n1a
n
a0( )å + == .
This veriﬁcation therefore completes the proof.
For the system of interest here, we will build the partition function explicitly in terms of
the variables , ,S N1 1 2 1 1 2 1 3 1{ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )}    G ¼ G G G ¼ G , which as we have shown can
themselves be simply built out of , ,S N1 2 1 2 3{ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )}( )    L ¼ L L L ¼ L , i.e. on every
i( )L and on the S2 ﬁrst derivatives of z( )L evaluated at 1 . These are precisely the variables
in terms of which the set of quadratic Bethe equations is built and which allow one to build a
simpler numerical approach to the problem of ﬁnding eigenstates of the system. The proposed
determinant would allow us to take full advantage of these simpliﬁcations.
5. Higher spin partition function
As we mentioned before, the explicit expression for the domain-wall boundary partition
function given in (17) is a rational function which contains only single poles for each of the
rapidities in and is fully symmetric under exchange of any two of these parameters.
It obeys a set of recursive relations linking the partition functions for a variety of systems.
Explicitly regrouping the terms where in (any of them, by symmetry) is paired to 1 , one can
write it as a sum over the similar partition functions one obtains when the ﬁrst spin goes from
S S 1
2
 - , after excluding rapidity in :
Z
S
Z
2
. 26
S
i i
S;
1 1
,
;N
i i
N
1
1
2
1
1 1 1
1
2
1
2
1( ) ( ) ( ){ } { }ån= -n n n n n n¼ =
W
¼ ¼
-
W
Ä -
- + W
Ä -
Identically, one can also write it in terms of the partition functions obtained by excluding
any one of the spins 1
2
(say spin j):
Z Z
1
. 27
S
i i j
S;
1
,
;N
i i
j
N
1
1
2
1
1 1 1
1
2
2( ) ( ) ( ){ } { }ˆån= -n n n n n n¼ =
W
¼ ¼W
Ä -
- + W
Ä -
As we also pointed out, the construction is such that Zlim 0
S
i
N
1
1
2
1( )
{ } =n n n¥ ¼ W
Ä -
, for any of the
rapidities.
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These properties can be used to set up a recursive proof for any proposed form, whose
starting point will be the previously found representation (13) for a collection of N spins 1
2
. To
prove the equality of two rational functions (in this case containing only single poles), one
simply needs to show that they share the same poles, the same residues at these poles and the
same limit at inﬁnity. Thus, any proposed representation for the partition functions can be
shown to be valid by simply verifying that these conditions are met for the proposed
representation.
Three necessary and sufﬁcient conditions therefore need to be fulﬁlled in order to
validate an expression for the partition function obtained after raising the ﬁrst spin from a spin
S 1
2
- to a spin S while adding a new rapidity nW.
First, from (26), the residue of this partition function at 1n =W has to be given by
Z S ZRes 2 , 28
S S; ;N N
1 1
1
2
1
1 1
1
2
1
2
1( ) ( ) ( ){ } { } =n n n n n= ¼ ¼-W W
Ä -
W-
Ä -
which considering the explicit symmetry under exchange of any two rapidities would also be
valid for the poles at an arbitrary i 1n = . This symmetry is guaranteed since the proposed
determinant representation will be expressed exclusively in terms of the Γ variables,
themselves symmetrical under such an exchange.
Secondly, from (27), one needs the residue at N1 n =W+ to be given by the determinant
obtained after removing the last spin:
Z ZRes , 29
S S; ;
N
N
N
N
1 1 1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2( ) ( ) ( ){ } { }ˆ =n n n n n= ¼ ¼W+ W+
Ä -
W
Ä -
again a fact which remains valid for the residue at i Nn = for any of the rapidities. Provided
the proposed form is explicitly symmetric under the exchange of any two of the spins-1
2
, this
last condition also immediately leads to a similar result for the residues at each i jn = for any
i 1,{ }Î ¼W and j N2, 3{ }Î ¼ .
Any representation which veriﬁes these conditions will therefore have the correct poles
and residues and its validity will then only require that the limit at any in  ¥ be 0. Since
our determinant representation will be expressed in terms of the Γ variables, it is not only
symmetric under exchange of two rapidities but it is also obviously non-diverging for any
in  ¥. These facts imply that, once every pole and residue have been checked to be the
right ones, the only possible difference between the known expression and the proposed one
could be the addition of a simple constant. It will therefore be sufﬁcient to check that, when
every rapidity is taken to inﬁnity, the limit does indeed go to zero.
The proposed form will consequently be equal to the known permanent form discussed in
section 3 provided we verify the three conditions described in this section: residues at 1 ,
residues at i 1 ¹ and the limit at¥.
6. Determinant representation
In the same spirit as the partition function for a collection of spins 1
2
, we construct a N×N
determinant representation such that for every in , the poles at i jn = exclusively appear on
line j of the matrix. Moreover, we posit that the diagonal element JS11 contains every allowed
n 1( )G (n S0, 1 2{ }Î ¼ ) while off-diagonal elements in the ﬁrst line do not contain the last
one: S2 1( )G . The same remains true on the other lines corresponding to a spin-12 and we
therefore have a generic form:
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J S C
J S C j
J C C i
J C i j i
2 ,
2 , 1,
, 1,
, 1, . 30
S
n
S
S n
n
j
S
n
S
S
j
n
n
ii
S S
ii
S
ii i
ij
S S
ij
11
0
2
11 1
1
0
2 1
1 1
0 1
1
0
( )! ( )
( )! ( )
( )
( )



å
å
= G
= G " ¹
= + G " ¹
= " ¹ ¹
=
=
-
Exchanging both the rows and the columns associated with any two spins j j, ¢ leaves a
determinant invariant. Consequently, this makes, as we required, the expression explicitly
symmetric under the exchange of two spins. Once again, being built out of the symmetric
variables n j( )G it is also symmetric under the exchange of any two rapidities ,j jn n ¢, making
both fundamental assumptions of the preceding section valid.
As we will demonstrate, the following set of coefﬁcients CS ij
a gives a correct repre-
sentation of the partition function Z Jdet
S
N N
S;
N
1
1
2
1( )
{ } =n n¼ ´W
Ä -
where
J
S
E
i j
S
S p
E
i j
i j
i j
2
1
1,
2
2 1
1 ,
1
1,
1,
31ij
S
n
S
E S k
S n
k
n
n
S
p n
S
E S j
S p
k
p n
k
n
S
k i
N
i k
i
0
2
1
2
1
1
0
2 1 2 1
1
2
1 1
1
2
1
1
1
S n
j
p n
i
j i
2
1
( )!
( )
( )
( )!
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
ˆ
( )
 
   
   
 
å å 
å å å 
å
=
-
G = =
- -- - G = ¹
+ - + G = ¹
¹ ¹
= Î =
-
=
-
=
-
Î - =
-
- ¹ ¹
-
-
-
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
with S n( ) the ensemble of multisets built by picking n elements in , N2{ } ¼ , while Sjnˆ( ) is the
ensemble of multisets built by picking n elements in , ,j j N2 1 1{ }   ¼ ¼- + (excluding j ).
That is to say that on the ﬁrst line, Cn11 is, for any order n, given by the sum over every
possible choice, with repetitions allowed, of n elements out of , N2{ } ¼ . The off-diagonal
elements coefﬁcients are built in the same fashion, except that in column j, j has to be picked
at least once and the terms are weighted by S p2 - , the number of times j actually appears.
For example, when combining a spin 3
2
and two spins 1
2
, one would ﬁnd the following set
of coefﬁcients:
C
C
C
C
C
1 1 1 1
,
1 1 1
,
1 1
,
1,
1 3 1 2
,
11
0
1 2
3
1 3
3
1 2
2
1 3 1 2 1 3
2
11
1
1 2
2
1 3
2
1 2 1 3
11
2
1 2 1 3
11
3
12
0
2 1 1 2
2
1 3
2
1 2 1 3
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
           
       
   
         
= - + - + - - + - -
= - + - + - -
= - + -
=
= - - + - + - -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
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CC
C
C
C
1 2 1
,
1
,
3 1
,
1,
1
. 32ij
j i
12
1
2 1 1 2 1 3
12
2
2 1
22
0
2 1 2 3
22
1
0
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
     
 
   
 
= - - + -
= -
= - + -
=
= -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
where one can write the coefﬁcients of the third column by exchanging the role of 2
with 3 .
It is a simple enough task to verify the residue at 1 since these poles exclusively
appear on the ﬁrst line of the matrix, from which every term in the determinant can only
contain a single one of the ﬁrst line’s element. The residue of the determinant is therefore
given as a determinant as well, built form the residues of the matrix elements of the ﬁrst
line while the other matrix elements are found by computing the 1n W limit. Knowing
that:
jlim
1
1
Res , 33
n j n j
j
n j
n n
1
1
1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
{ } { } { }
{ } { }
    
 


G = G + - G " ¹
G = G
n
n n n n n n
n n n n n

¼ ¼
-
¼
= ¼ -
¼
W
W W- W-
W
W W-
we ﬁnd:
J JRes det det , 34
N N
S
N N
S
1
1
2˜ ( ) =n = ´ ´
-
W
where J S
1
2˜ - is easily shown to correspond to the JS 12- deﬁned in (31) for a spin S 1
2
- :
J S C
S S C SJ
J S C
S S C SJ j
J C J i
J C J i j i
2
2 2 1 2 ,
2
2 2 1 2 1,
1
1,
1, , 35
S
n
S
S n
n
n
S
S n
n
S
j
S
n
S
S
j
n
n
n
S
S
j
n
n j
S
ii
S S
ii
i
i ii
S
ij
S S
ij ij
S
11
1
2
11 1 1
0
2 1
11
1
1 11
1
1
2 1
1 1 1
0
2 2
1
1
1 1
0
1
1
0
1
2 1 1
1 1
1
2
1
2 1 1
1 1
1
2
1
2 1 1
1
2
1
2
1
2
˜ ( )! ( )
( )! ( )
˜ ( )! ( )
( )! ( )
˜ ( )
˜ ( )
{ }
{ }
{ }
{ }
{ }




  
å
å
å
å
= G
= - G =
= G
= - G = " ¹
= - - + G = " ¹
= = " ¹ ¹
n n
n n
n n
n n
n n
-
=
-
¼
=
- + ¼ -
-
=
-
-
¼
=
- + ¼ -
- ¼ -
- -
W-
W-
W-
W-
W-
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since
C
E
C
C
S p
E
S p
E
C j
C
S
C i
1
,
2 1 1
2 1
1,
2 1 1 1
1.
36
S n
E S k
S n
k
S n
S
j
n
p n
S
E S j
S p
k
p n
k
p n
S
E S j
S p
k
p n
k
S
j
n
S
ii
i k i
N
i k
S
ii
i
11
1
2 1
1
11
1
1
2 1 1
1
2 1
1 1
1
2 1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
1 1
0
1
S n
j
p n
j
p n
1
2
2 1
1
2
1
1
2
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
ˆ
( )
ˆ
( )

  
  
     
å 
å å 
å å 
å
=
-
=
=- - -- -
=- - ¢
- -
= " ¹
= -- + - = - - " ¹
¢ ¢ ¢
-
Î =
- -
+
-
=
- -
Î - - =
-
= +
-
Î - =
- -
+
-
¹ ¹
- -
-
¢- -
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
This shows that the ﬁrst recursive condition concerning the value of the residues at
i 1n = is met by the determinant of matrix (31).
With the same logic, using
j Nlim
1
Res , 37
n j n j
N j
n j
n N n N
1
1
N
N
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
{ } { } { }
{ } { }
    
 


G = G + - G " ¹
G = G
n
n n n n n n
n n n n n

¼ ¼
-
¼
= ¼ -
¼
W
W W- W-
W
W W-
we ﬁnd
J JRes det det , 38S N
N
˜ ( )ˆ =n =W
with
J
J j N
J C J i N
J C J i N j i
1,
0, ,
1
, 1 ,
, 1 , ,
NN
N
Nj
N
ii
N S
ii
i N
i ii
N
ij
N S
ij ij
N
0
1
0
1 1
˜
˜
˜ ( )
˜
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ { } ˆ
ˆ ˆ
  
=
= " ¹
= - - + G = " ¹ ¹
= = " ¹ ¹ ¹
n n¼ W-
J S C
C
C J j
J S C
C
C J
2
1,
2
, 39
j
N S
j
S
S
n
S S
j
n
N
S
j
n
n j
N
N S S
S
n
S S n
N
S n
n
N
1 1
2 1
2 1 1
0
2 2
1
1
1
1 1 1
11 11
2
2 1
0
2 1
11
1
1
11 1 11
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
˜ ( )!( ( )
( )
˜ ( )!( ( )
( ) ( )
ˆ { }
{ } ˆ
ˆ { }
{ } ˆ

  

  
å
å
= G
+ - + G = " ¹
= G
+ - + G =
n n
n n
n n
n n
-
-
¼
=
- + ¼
¼
=
- + ¼
W-
W-
W-
W-
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
where J Nˆ is the N N1 1( ) ( )- ´ - matrix which corresponds to the matrix one would obtain
from (31) for a system made out of a spin S and a collection of N 2- spins 1
2
labelled from 2
to N 1- . Since line N is turned into 0 0 0 1( )¼ , the resulting determinant giving the
residue is then the one of the N N1 1( ) ( )- ´ - matrix J Nˆ . Indeed, using the notation CS N ijn; ˆ
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for the coefﬁcients appearing in J Nˆ , we do have:
C
S
S
C i N
2 1
2 1 1 1
1, , 40
S N
ii
i k i
N
i k
i k i
N
i k i N
S
ii
i N
; 0
1 1
1
1 1
0 ( )
ˆ
   
       
å
å
= - + -
= - + - - - = - - " ¹
¹ ¹
-
¹ ¹
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
C
E
E E
C C
1
1 1 1
1
. 41
S N
j
n
E S k
S n
k
E S k
S n
k N E S k
S n
k
S
j
n
N
S
j
n
;
1
1
2
1
1
2
1 1 1
2 1
1
1
1
1
1
N
S n
S n S n
2
2 2 1
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
ˆ
ˆ
( )
( ) ( )

   
 
å 
å  å 
=
-
=
-
- - -
= + -
Î =
-
Î =
- Î =
- -
+
-
- - -
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
Where the sum over S
N
S n2
ˆ
( )- (which excludes N ) has been rewritten as the sum over S S n2( )-
(now including N ) from which we remove every term which contains at least one instance of
N , terms which are built from multiplying 1
N1( ) - by the terms of cardinality n 1- . The only
exceptions to this last rule is for the coefﬁcients C C1S N S S S; 11
2
11
2ˆ = = and
C CS N j N
S S
j N
S;
1 1,
2 1 1
1 1,
2 1
j 1
ˆ
( ) ( ) = =¹- - ¹- showing the complete equivalence of the determinants of
J N˜ ˆ and J Nˆ .
Having shown that every residue at 1 of the determinant of J S gives back the similar
determinant of a matrix JS
1
2- (multiplied by S2 ) and that residues at a different j gives
the determinant of the matrix J jˆ with spin j removed, we know that to complete the proof
we now simply need to show that the limit when every in  ¥ of the proposed deter-
minant is going to zero. Within the determinant, the different terms in n i0( )G > cancel in
this limit, so that only the determinant of the matrix containing the constant coefﬁcients
remains:
J
S
E
i j
S
S n
E
i j
i j
i j
2
1
1,
2
2 1
1 ,
1
1,
1.
42ij
E S k
S
k
n
S
E S j
S n
k
n
k
S
k i
N
i k
lim
1
2
1
0
2 1
1
2
1 1
2
1
1
S
j
n
i
j i
2
1
( )!
( )
( )!
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
ˆ
( )

  
  
 
å 
å å 
å
=
-
= =
- -- - = ¹
+ - = ¹
¹ ¹
Î =
=
-
Î - =
- ¹ ¹
-
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
By adding all the matrix elements Ji j, 1
lim
( )¹ of a given line to the ﬁrst column, the deter-
minant remains unchanged while the elements of the ﬁrst column become:
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JS
E
S n S
E
i
i
2 2 2
1,
1.
43
i E S k
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S
E S j
S n
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n
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1
2
1 2 0
2 1
1
2
1 1
1 2
S
j
n
i
2
1
( )!
( ) ( )
( )!
( )
( )
( )
ˆ
( )   
 
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⎧
⎨
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⎩
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⎝
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⎞
⎠
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Considering a given element of E S E
1
S
k
S
k
2
1
2
1( )
( ) å Î  -= for which each factor of the type
1
i1( ) -
appears with a given power between 0 and S2 and can be written as i
N
2
1
i
xi1( )  = - with
x S0 2i  . In jN nS E S S n E2 02 1 2 1jn j S n kn k1 2 1 1( ) ( )ˆ( )   å å å= =
-
Î
-
-  -- = , i
N
2
1
i
xi1( )  = - appear xi times because
of this factor: S n2
j
S n
1
2( ) 
-
- - . By completing the sum over j and knowing that x S2i
N
i2å == , each
of the i
N
2
1
i
xi1( )  = - appears S1 2- times in J11. Therefore, all the matrix elements in the ﬁrst
column became:
J
S
S
E
i
i
2
1 2
1,
1,
44i E S k
S
k
S
1
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1
2
1
1 2
S
i
2
1
( )!
( ) ( )( ) 
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å =
-
-
=
¹
Î =
-
-
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
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while the other columns have been left untouched. Comparing these new elements with the
previous ones from equation (42):
J
S
E
i
i
2
1
1,
1,
45i E S k
S
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1
2
1
1
S
i
2
1
( )!
( ) ( )( ) 
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å = - =
¹
Î =
-
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
we are left with J S Jdet 1 2 detlim lim( )= - . This unambiguously implies that Jdet 0lim = .
Provided the proposed expression is valid for a collection of N (and N 1- ) spins 1
2
, we
showed that ZS 1= is then indeed given by Jdet S 1= . Recursively we therefore proved the
validity of Z JdetS S3 2 3 2== = and so on, for an arbitrary value of S.
For S 1 2= , equation (31) is given explicitly by:
J
E
i
J
p
E
i j
1
,
1 1
1
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n p nE S i j
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1 1 1 1
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⎡
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⎦
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which is indeed equal to equation (13), therefore completing the proof.
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7. Conclusions
The scalar product of an arbitrary dual state and an arbitrary normal state is obviously writable
as the domain wall boundary partition function for which a determinant expression was
derived in this work.
Since a system of spins of ﬁnite length allows the construction of a dual Bethe Ansatz
obtained from a straightforward application of the quantum inverse scattering method, any
eigenstate of the system S ,i
M
i S1 ( )∣ ⟩l ß  ¼ = + is in one to one correspondence with a dual
representation S ,i
M
i S1 ( )∣ ⟩m   ¼ =W- - , this also gives a direct access to the projection of an
arbitrary off-the-shell Bethe state on the (dual) eigenbasis of any such integrable Hamiltonian
deﬁned with an arbitrary value of g. This form the starting point of quench-like problems,
namely the decomposition of an initial condition onto the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian
which controls the subsequent time-evolution.
Know that, in a similar fashion to the work carried out in [1, 13], the expressions found here
could also be reused to deﬁne form factors of local spin operators. Moreover, the approach used in
this work should be generalizable to models built out of a collection of spins where each spin i has
its own arbitrary length Si. We choose, however, to defer these issues to subsequent publications.
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